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On July 1st, 2021, Cutting Edge Supply will be expanding into Northern Nevada following the
acquisition of Intermountain Supply Company. The new location will be managed by Aaron Fausett
who, along with his wife Stephanie, has owned and operated Intermountain for over 20 years. Cutting
Edge Supply now has two locations to better serve you in Nevada, the first being the Las Vegas
branch in southern Nevada and now Reno in the north.
Aaron started in the industry on April 1, 1981, working
for Lakeshore Inc. He then gained exposure to the
vendors he represents today, BlackCat WearParts
and Baldwin Filters, in 1985 when he helped form
C&M Supply.
In July of 1991 he sold the business to Earl and Joyce
Fegert under the name of Ferrous Supply. Aaron
then spent the next several years working there in
inside sales, representing both the Reno and Battle
Mountain stores. In July of 1998 Aaron decided to
start his own business with Stephanie and on

Learn more at cuttingedgesupply.com

July 1, 1999, Intermountain Supply was born with over
20 years in business to show for it today.
When Aaron can step away from work, he loves
going big game hunting. He and Stephanie both love
participating in AKC (American Kennel Club) events,
where Aaron also serves as an AKC judge. They have
a son, Garrett, and a daughter, Kelcie, and have lived
in the Reno-Sparks area since 1981.
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We are the West Coast’s forming powerhouse.
Our shop houses four specialty presses capable
of forming and rolling the hardest and toughest
steals on earth.
Our newest addition is our most powerful press:
Accurpress Rocker HT721001. This press offers an
impressive 2,100 tons of total force used to form
steel up to 6 inches thick into roll plates (dependent
on the part width, applied at an impressive 700 tons
per foot).
Our largest and longest press can form up to 244”
of steel, allowing us to form long plates in a single
formed sheet. Other shops would have to do this in
multiple sections.
Our Haeusler Roll press is a 4-drum roller that can
make full circles from plate by running the plates
between the roller drums. With a 122” workable width
it can roll up to 2-1/2” thick steel.
Utilizing CNC guided tooling in all our shops gives
our operators and machinists higher accuracy and
unmatched repeatability. Our multiple high-tonnage
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cranes, custom over-sized forklifts, and press backgauge plate handlers allow us to move these massive
parts during fabrication.
In addition to accepting customer drawings, our
experienced drafting and engineering team can match
any template provided or reverse engineer from your
sample (worn or new). We also have over 35,000
drawings on file from past orders and stock parts.
We use superior material from Hardox and Strenx
steels produced by SSAB. These steels have
guaranteed specifications with tighter tolerances,
cleaner finishes, and superior workability and
weldability as compared to similar plate types or
their ASTM equivalent call-out.
We are here to serve the heavy construction, mining,
material production, and waste processing industries.
In addition to forming, we offer cutting, full CNC
machining, welding of steel parts and equipment
repair. We provide superior wear plate and wear parts
meant to meet and exceed OEM standard.
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PRESS BRAKE – 2000 TON
Accupress Accell 5200024
242” max width, 200 ton per foot

RADIUS OF A FORMED PLATE

USE DIAMETER WHEN
ROLLING A PLATE TO A CIRCLE

A radius is how to measure the
curve of a formed plate.
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ROLL PRESS – CNC 4 ROLL
Haeusler VRM-HY-3050-228
2 1/2” max, 122 max width

A radius is a straight line from the
center to the edge of a circle.
A formed plate radius is shown in the
example below. Think of an imaginary
circle, the length of the green line would
be the radius of curved plate

BENDING AGAINST THE GRAIN ALLOWS FOR A TIGHTER ROLL RADIUS
EASY WAY:
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ROCKER PRESS BRAKE– 600 TON

HARD WAY:

Tooling hits against the grain

Tooling hits with the grain

Accupress Rocker HT 760014
132” max width, 100 ton per foot

ROLL PRESS – PINCH ROLLER PRESS
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PRESS BREAK – ROCKER PRESS

ROCKER PRESS BRAKE– 2100 TON
Accupress Rocker HT 7210013
124” max width, 700 ton per foot

FULL PLATE

On a full sheet the GRAIN will
always run the length of a plate.
On SSAB plate the material label
will run the direction of the grain.

Width
GRAIN
Length
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LARGE CAPACITY
EXCAVATOR BUCKETS
Introducing Xmor High
Productivity excavator buckets
designed for Mining and
Quarry applications. We are
a proud member of the Xmor
manufacturing team making these
buckets and parts in the USA.
These buckets are made
exclusively from Hardox 500Tuf
abrasion plate and Strenx 700
plate (100+ksi steel) from SSAB.
The exclusive design reduces
weight with innovative design
and features. Note the bolt-on
heel wear plates that eliminate
the need for parent metal bucket
body, thus reducing weight. These
wear plates are made and stocked
at Cutting Edge Supply. They bolt
on in a matter of minutes opposed
to costly welding downtime with
traditional bucket wearparts. The
curved design eliminates a sharp
90 degree edge which helps
prevent wear and impact.

The unique formed bucket skin
helps with material flow and is
made from abrasion resistant
wearplate Hardox 500Tuf. This
quenched and tempered plate is a
480 to 505 Brinell plate with the
highest strength and toughness
available in the AR500 range.
The same material is used on
the bucket cheek plates, in the
wearparts, and the bucket skin.
The inverted shape of the heel
skin both adds strength and
reduces friction contact with
material. The Strenx 700 arched
formed beam design creates
more strength than other straight
cross member designs. The Xmor
design provides more stability and
the formed shape disperses force
more evenly.

Learn more at cuttingedgesupply.com
or visit one of the following locations:
CALIFORNIA
Corporate Office
234 East O Street
Colton, CA 92324
(800) 949-9014
San Diego Branch
12244 Woodside Ave.
Lakeside, CA 92040
(866) 271-4402
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Sacramento Branch
& Repair Shop
5950 88th Street
Sacramento, CA 95828
(800) 375-6986

ARIZONA

NEVADA

Phoenix Branch
& Repair Shop
2220 North 27th Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85009
(800) 729-1473

Las Vegas Branch
1265 Rockpebble Ave.
North Las Vegas, NV 89030
(702) 649-1303

THERE WHERE YOU NEED US

Reno Branch
711 E. Glendale Ave.
Sparks, NV 89431
(775) 358-0404

